
How much more will your organization achieve when every team 
becomes more resilient, more collaborative, and more productive?  
Teamability® is new management science. Make it happen.  

Best & Brightest ≠ Best Team  
For decades, organizations like yours have 
been relying on experience, education, 
personality traits, and skills as primary keys 
to human performance. Every year, 
businesses spend $Billions on employee 
assessments, engagement surveys, talent 
management, leadership development, 
coaching, and similar tools and services.  

For that level of investment, you should 
expect a lasting solution. Why, then, do 
experts consistently report job-failure rates 
of 30% to 40% for both new hires and 
internal promotions? Why is only 30% of 
the workforce positively engaged when on 
the job? Why do so many training and team 
building programs produce only temporary 
improvements? What’s missing?  

 

The New Way To Know 
In 1984, two behavioral scientists began a 
unique study of teamwork. 25 years of R&D 
produced a completely new technology 
engineered to identify and organize the 
dynamics of team interaction.  In 2012, it 
emerged as Teamability®.  

Rooted in Physics and Systems Theory, this 
technology offers leadership guidance and 
decision support, including strategies and 
action steps that accelerate both individual 
and team performance. 
Teamability Playbooks™ blend key Team 
Analysis findings with individual teaming 
elements. The result is a personalized, easy-
to-use guide to effective leadership that 
specifically addresses and leverages the 
teaming qualities of each team member.  

    

Team 
Analysis & 
Business 
Results  
Discover 
What’s really going on 
inside your teams? 

Understand 
Different people seek to serve 
different team needs. 

Collaborate 
Align people with jobs,  
and teams with mission. 

Win 
When people team better, 
they feel better, and do more. 

The New Way to Know  
How People Will Perform  

in Teams™ 

 
Teamability® 

You Can Design Extraordinary Team Performance! 

How it all works > 
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The Team Target: Who Fits Where, and Why 

“Teamability is like having the 
answer key to a million-piece 
organizational puzzle.” 
           R. “Ray” Wang 
           Founder & Principal Analyst 
           Constellation Research 

The Answer Is Here 
Teamability® is a completely new 
technology that directly measures the  
quality of team interaction and fit-to-mission. 
Teaming metrics are fully integrated with 
management methods, making Team 
Analysis reports compact, clear, and 
actionable. 
In the Executive Report, you get: 

Teaming Analytics 
The Elements of Teaming: Role, Coherence, 
and Teaming Characteristics are explained. 
Organizational data (people, job titles, etc.) 
and findings are summarized on Team Data 
Sheets and plotted on Team Target™ 
diagrams.  

Global and Team Observations 
High-level commentary connects theory and 
methods to the team’s collaborative 
structure and real world business context, 
revealing the scope and scale of problems, as 
well as potential for positive change. 

 

Structural Issues 
Simple diagrams highlight performance 
qualities that arise entirely from team 
structure. Making correct adjustments 
unleashes tremendous positive energy. 

Action Items 
Teaming analytics pinpoint the ‘where,’ 
‘how,’ and ‘why’ of team interaction, and 
how to improve it. Team Analysis is – quite 
literally – a formula for solving chronic 
problems and for designing strong, 
resilient, highly engaged teams. 

The Playbook 
Different leaders lead differently, and 
different people team differently. A 
Teamability Playbook™ is designed to 
guide a specific leader in working most 
effectively with each direct report, and  
with the team as a whole.  
 

Fast, fixed-price pilots prove it. 
Elevate teaming quality in project teams, production teams, 
sales & service teams, any and all teams. Compare high-to-low 
performing branch offices, franchise locations, or virtual teams. 

Performance solutions are  
summarized in one simple diagram. 

Make Teamwork Your Competitive Advantage. 

Pilot B: Up to 25 people – $9,500 
 Includes the same process steps and reports to the executive sponsor 
as in Pilot A, but allows for two management layers or functional 
teams, each with its own Team Target. If fewer than 25 people 
participate, unused Teamability sessions are 'banked' for future use.  
 

Pilot A: Up to 10 people – $4,500 

Custom Configuration and Consulting 
 Team Analysis reveals specific ways to improve performance in 
teams of any size, up to an entire organization. Customization allows 
you to address multiple departments and team objectives. Services 
can encompass in-person project launch sessions, individual or group 
debriefings, and strategies for growth, transformation, or M&A. 

Focus: Single team; align team members to team mission to improve 
engagement, build team chemistry and raise productivity. 
Duration: About an hour for each participant; 3 hours for the executive 
sponsor; Overall start-to-finish in 10 – 12 business days 
Process: Announcement template provided; Automated invitations 
sent to participants; Self-coaching reports to all participants; Team 
Analysis report & debriefing for the executive sponsor; learning session 
on the leader’s personal, one-of-a-kind Teamability Playbook™. 
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